We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to longitudinally examine brain plasticity arising from long-term, intensive simultaneous interpretation training. Simultaneous interpretation is a bilingual task with heavy executive control demands. We compared brain responses observed during simultaneous interpretation with those observed during simultaneous speech repetition (shadowing) in a group of trainee simultaneous interpreters, at the beginning and at the end of their professional training program. Age, sex and languageproficiency matched controls were scanned at similar intervals. Using multivariate pattern classification, we found distributed patterns of changes in functional responses from the first to second scan that distinguished the interpreters from the controls. We also found reduced recruitment of the right caudate nucleus during simultaneous interpretation as a result of training. Such practice-related change is consistent with decreased demands on multilingual language control as the task becomes more automatized with practice. These results demonstrate the impact of simultaneous interpretation training on the brain functional response in a cerebral structure that is not specifically linguistic, but that is known to be involved in learning, in motor control, and in a variety of domain-general executive functions. Along with results of recent studies showing functional and structural adaptations in the caudate nuclei of experts in a broad range of domains, our results underline the importance of this structure as a central node in expertise-related networks.
Introduction
Simultaneous interpretation is a challenging task that places extreme demands on the cognitive control of language, and on a variety of executive functions including verbal working memory and attention. It requires simultaneous encoding of an incoming speech stream in one language, conversion of the content of that stream to a lexically, semantically and syntactically valid form in the target language, production in the target language and ongoing monitoring of the output to ensure message equivalence between source and target languages (Moser, 1978; Moser-Mercer et al., 1997) .
Learning to become a simultaneous interpreter does not depend solely on the acquisition of linguistic expertise; trainee interpreters already master the languages in which they intend to work. Rather, their training involves the acquisition of a high degree of control over their language management skills, as well as the development of a non-linguistic cognitive toolkit that ensures mastery of divided attention (attending to speech input and output simultaneously) and efficient use of working memory, in order to enable them to rapidly and dynamically produce an accurate reproduction of the source message in diverse contexts. We consider that simultaneous interpretation requires the application of mechanisms of polyglot language control, and that training in SI is likely to train these mechanisms. There is ongoing debate about whether language selection takes place via a process of inhibition (e.g. Abutalebi and Green, 2007; Green, 1998; Prior; Van Heuven et al., 2008) , by the maintenance of goals and self-monitoring (Colzato et al., 2008; Costa et al., 2009) or a combination of these (Bialystok et al., 2012; Green and Abutalebi, 2013) . Similarly, the neural bases of bilingual language control are not yet fully elucidated. Structural brain analyses have shown differences between the brains of bilingual and monolingual individuals in the inferior parietal lobe (Grogan et al., 2012; Mechelli et al., 2004) , in the left putamen , in the anterior cingulate cortex , in the left caudate nucleus of bimodal bilinguals (Zou et al., 2012) and in the left inferior frontal gyrus (Klein et al., 2014; Stein et al., 2012) . Functional imaging work has suggested a role for a number of language-related and cognitive control-related regions including the striatum (e.g. Crinion et al., 2006; Klein et al., 1994 Klein et al., , 1995 Klein et al., , 2006 , the dorsolateral prefrontal cortices, the inferior frontal gyrus, and parietal regions, as reviewed extensively by a number of authors (see, for example Costa and Sebastian-Galles, 2014; Friederici, 2006; Hervais-Adelman et al., 2011 ; and a meta-analysis by Luk et al., 2012) . The apparent relationship between mechanisms of language control and cognitive control is increasingly suggested to be at the root of the development of superior executive functions in bilinguals (Costa and Sebastian-Galles, 2014; Stocco et al., 2012) .
Behavioral investigations of the cognitive benefits of expertise in simultaneous interpretation have revealed cognitive advantages beyond those thought to be attributable to bilingualism per se. Evidence points towards advantages on working memory (Christoffels et al., 2006; Daró and Fabbro, 1994; Fabbro and Daró, 1995; Kopke and Nespoulous, 2006; Stavrakaki et al., 2012; Yudes et al., 2011 Yudes et al., , 2012 , and on some aspects of cognitive control, such as cognitive flexibility (Yudes et al., 2011) . Little work exists on linguistic-processing differences between interpreters and non-interpreter multilinguals, although one EEG study has reported different cross-linguistic semantic priming effects in professional interpreters comparing to proficiency-matched L2 speakers (Elmer et al., 2010) .
A recent fMRI study by Hervais-Adelman and colleagues (HervaisAdelman et al., 2014) investigated the network of brain areas implicated in simultaneous interpretation in naïve participants. The study revealed a broad network of regions, including the pre-supplementary motor area, the dorsal anterior cingulate, the left inferior frontal gyrus, the left posterior temporal areas, the left anterior insula, the left superior and inferior cerebellar lobules as well as the caudate nuclei and the putamen. The involvement of the basal ganglia in this task is particularly interesting, not only in that it is consistent with an increasing body of evidence from neuroimaging, neuropsychology and electrical stimulation studies that have shown involvement of these structures in multilingual language control (Friederici, 2006; Hervais-Adelman et al., 2011) , but also because of their involvement in domain-general cognitive control (Aron et al., 2007a,b; Grahn et al., 2008 Grahn et al., , 2009 Graybiel, 1995a,b; Houk et al., 2007; Moritz-Gasser and Duffau, 2009 ). HervaisAdelman and colleagues suggested that the caudate nuclei respond to the overall demands of maintaining the lexico-semantic sets of two languages 'live' simultaneously during interpretation, while the right putamen is responsible for the moment-to-moment control of language, ensuring speech production in the appropriate language. These results contrast with those of an earlier functional neuroimaging, PET study which was carried out in 8 expert simultaneous interpreters having had between 5 and 20 years of professional experience. Here, recruitment of left premotor and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices during simultaneous interpretation was found. The fewer regions revealed in this study compared to ours can be due to the small sample size in this former study, and to the fact that in this former study, professionals were tested whereas in ours, naïve participants were tested. Indeed, fMRI research on the impact of practice suggests that reductions in recruitment of brain areas during task performance can occur as a result of training (Kelly and Garavan, 2005) . Furthermore, work on expertise has also suggested that reductions in brain activity might be seen in expert compared to novice performance. For example, studies on expert performance in professional golfers planning shots (Milton et al., 2007) and bimanual co-ordination in professional concert pianists (Haslinger et al., 2004) both showed reduced brain activation in experts compared to controls.
Two studies have examined the structural bases of expertise in simultaneous interpretation. One diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) study by Elmer and colleagues has shown white matter differences between 12 interpreters and 12 non-expert control participants in brain regions associated with sensorimotor coupling and interhemispheric information transfer, including portions of the anterior and posterior corpus callosum, the left insula, and the right caudate nucleus (Elmer et al., 2011) . In a further study by the same group, seemingly carried out on the same participants as the above-described DTI study, reduced gray matter volumes were found in professional simultaneous interpreters compared to multilingual controls in the left middle-anterior cingulate gyrus, bilateral pars triangularis, left pars opercularis, bilateral middle part of the insula, and in the left supramarginal gyrus. Further, within the group of simultaneous interpreters, negative correlations were found between cumulative hours of practice of SI and gray-matter volume in the left pars triangularis, left middle anterior cingulate, and bilaterally in the caudate nucleus (Elmer et al., 2014) .
In this study, we used fMRI to investigate brain functional plasticity in trainee simultaneous interpreters learning to become professional conference interpreters. We examined cerebral responses during simultaneous interpretation before and after a fifteen-month period of intensive training in a group of 19 trainee interpreters. We compared these to the cerebral responses of 16 multilingual control participants, tested on the same tasks over the same interval. The control participants were students engaged in a course of higher-level study in non-linguistic domains. Our study is the first longitudinal brain imaging study in simultaneous interpreters, and as such, will provide more direct evidence for training-induced brain plasticity than previous cross-sectional investigations. We expect that the acquisition of expertise in simultaneous interpretation training requires the active development and automatization of extreme language control, a skill which overlaps considerably with other domains of executive control. This form of expertise can be expected to be at least partly driven by an increase in automaticity in performing the task, possibly driven by superior management of its multiple component skills.
After training, we expect to observe reductions in the recruitment of regions crucial to SI, due to increased efficiency of these regions during task performance (as proposed by Ericsson et al., 2006 ; and see also Kelly and Garavan, 2005) . We are particularly interested in the striatum, since it has been shown to be important in polyglot language control. If changes to striatal recruitment are found as a function of training, this will provide evidence for the importance of the striatum in extreme language control.
Methods
Simultaneous interpretation trainees were scanned using fMRI and structural MRI before and after a 15-month intensive training program. Control participants, who were students in other, non-linguistic fields of study, and who had no previous formal experience in interpretation or translation, were also scanned at the same time intervals, using the same paradigms. The experimental procedure was approved by the local research ethics committee (Geneva University Hospital, reference number: 09-161). Participants gave informed consent and were free to withdraw from the experiment at any time, in accordance with the declaration of Helsinki.
Participants
19 trainee simultaneous interpreters (8 female, mean age at time 1: 25 years, range: 22-32 years, mean interval between scans: 1 year, 2 months) and 16 multilingual controls (9 female, mean age at time 1: 24 years, range: 20-33 years, mean interval between scans: 1 year, 2 months) participated in the study. The intervals between scans were not significantly different for the two groups (unpaired t-test, equal variances not assumed 1 , t (16.29) = 0.076, p = .945) 2 . All participants reported a high level of proficiency in a minimum of three languages (ranges: 3-8), and fluently (if not natively) spoke English or French. Participants were asked to report the languages they speak and/or have studied, the age of acquisition of these, and to provide their own assessment of their fluency in each. Following the method described in Golestani et al. (2011) and Hervais-Adelman et al. (2014) , a continuous language experience score was then calculated for each individual as follows:
1 Equality of variances for all t-tests was determined using Levene's test of equality of variances.
2 Here and throughout the paper, t-tests are two-tailed, unless otherwise stated.
knowledge of each language was weighted according to the age at which it had been learnt (higher weight for languages learnt earlier in life) and according to the fluency with which it was spoken (higher weight for more fluently spoken languages). The following weights were used: 1) proficiency: not fluent = 1, somewhat fluent = 2, moderately fluent = 3, quite fluent = 4, very fluent = 5, native = 6; 2) age of acquisition: ages ≥21 years old = 1, ages 13-20 years old = 2, ages 7-12 years old = 3, ages 1-6 years old = 4, at birth = 5. Although there is uncertainty about the validity of self-report as a source of proficiency data, other authors have noted the high correlation between such metrics and objective measures (cf. Marian et al., 2007 ; see also Morales et al., 2013; Signorelli et al., 2012 
Simultaneous interpretation training
The trainee participants were enrolled in the Master's program in conference interpreting at the Faculty of Translation and Interpretation of the University of Geneva. The course consists of 15-months of intensive training, spread over three 14-week semesters. A first semester in consecutive interpretation (interpretation that commences once the speaker has finished), is followed by two semesters focusing on simultaneous interpretation (interpretation that is more or less synchronized with the original speech). Trainees undergo continuous assessment. Although not all of the participants passed all their final exams at their first attempt, all maintained a standard of performance throughout the course that was at or above the expected level for a trainee at that stage of the training program. The control participants had no formal interpretation or translation experience.
Design and materials
The design employed was identical at both time-points, and is described in (Hervais-Adelman et al., 2014) . Participants were scanned using a Siemens 3 T Trio MRI scanner with a 12-channel head-coil. Stimuli were presented through MRI-compatible MR ConFon electrodynamic headphones. A sparse imaging procedure (Hall et al., 1999) was employed, enabling us to both sample the peak of the haemodynamic response function, and to present stimuli and record responses during silent intervals between image acquisitions.
Stimuli consisted of two sets of sentences (A and B), and each set included 156 French and 156 English sentences. These were grammatically simple, with no more than one embedded clause. Sentences were grouped into quartets composing a four-sentence scenario, allowing participants to generate context-based expectation about the content of subsequent sentences. The thematic content of the French and English sets was highly overlapping, though non-identical, due to matching constraints. Sentences were recorded by a bilingual male speaker of Southern British English and French. Participants heard sentences exclusively in one of the two available languages. Sentence quartets were presented in random order, and were randomly allocated to conditions. The order of presentation of sentence sets was counterbalanced over experimental sessions, such that participants were always presented with a new set of sentences during their second experimental session (i.e. A then B or B then A). Participants were free to choose which language they would hear, and this remained the same between sessions (see Inline Supplementary Table S1 for the distribution of the participants' choices). The source language was always very well mastered by the participants, who were all enrolled on University programs that required them to have a high level of English or French (depending upon the language of instruction of their particular courses), for two early bilingual participants the source language was an L1 (see Inline Supplementary Table S1 for details).
Matching of stimuli between sets and between languages was carried out based on properties of the quartets of sentences (rather than individual sentences). We initially generated and recorded over 90 quartets in French and in English, from which we retained two matched sets of 39 per language. Matching was based on the means of the log10 (frequency per million) of the content words (i.e. excluding articles, auxiliary verbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and pronouns), number of words, total number of syllables and duration of the recording determined for every sentence. Frequencies were retrieved from the entries for subtitles (which better reflect current linguistic usage than frequency estimates drawn from written corpora: New et al., 2007) in the SUBTLEXus database (Brysbaert and New, 2009 ) for the English sentences and from the Lexique 3.7 database (New et al., 2001 ) for the French. Matching was carried out using an iterative procedure implemented in Match (van Casteren and Davis, 2007) to produce sets that were initially matched within language. These properties are presented in Inline Supplementary Table S2 . These properties were then compared between the lists using a multivariate ANOVA (four measures: frequency, number of words, number of syllables, duration, four levels: French list A and B, English List A and B). A small but significant difference was found in the mean frequency (F (3,152) = 3.399, p = .018, partial eta-squared = .063). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that this was driven by a difference between French list A and English list A. However, both of these means are in the top decile of the frequency distribution within the relevant database. Since the order of presentation of the lists was counterbalanced over sessions and there is an approximately even distribution of participants who heard French vs English stimuli, this difference should not be a source of systematic bias in our data. There were no other significant differences between the sets of sentences. For example stimuli, please see Inline Supplementary Table S3 .
Inline Supplementary Tables S2 and S3 can be found online at http:// dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2015.03.072.
At the beginning of each quartet, participants were presented with an on-screen cue for the duration of the preceding image acquisition, consisting of an instruction: "Listen", "Shadow" or "Interpret", which they carried out for the following four sentences. Conditions were pseudo-randomly ordered so that the same instruction was never presented more than three times in succession.
In the "Listen" condition participants were asked simply to listen attentively to the sentences being presented, and to make no response. In the "Shadow" condition, they were asked to repeat the sentences they heard, beginning their response as soon as possible after the onset of each sentence (i.e. to speak while simultaneously hearing each sentence). In the "Interpret" condition they were instructed to simultaneously interpret the content of the sentences they heard into their most fluent language (this was almost invariably their native language, see Inline Supplementary Table S1 for details). Again, participants were instructed to begin their responses as quickly as possible. Verbal responses were recorded for off-line qualitative analysis.
Prior to the experiment, participants underwent brief training inside the scanner, during which they were familiarized with the tasks and the speaker's voice. The experimenters monitored performance during training to ensure that participants were capable of carrying out the interpretation and the shadowing tasks.
fMRI data acquisition and processing
In each scanning session, 195 functional volumes were acquired, spread over three runs that lasted approximately 10 min each (T2*-weighted EPI, 36 * 3.2 mm slices, 20% interslice gap, 3.2 * 3.2 mm inplane resolution angled away from the eyes to prevent ghost-artifacts from aliasing of eye-movements, TA: 2.1 s, TR: 9 s, TE: 80 ms). A total of 13 quartets were presented per condition over the course of each experimental session, resulting in 52 trials per condition. Sentences were presented between scans, and every quartet was succeeded by a single null event in which no stimuli were presented, yielding 65 scans per run. Within each of the three runs, 13 different quartets of sentences were presented. Each run contained four occurrences of each of two conditions and five of the third. The allocation of these was constrained such that each of the conditions could occur five times in only one, randomly-assigned run. Stimuli were presented at a comfortable listening level, adjusted for each participant.
High-resolution (1 mm * 1 mm * 1.2 mm voxels) T1-weighted anatomical images were also acquired for each participant.
Preprocessing and analysis of the data was carried out in SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) running in Matlab (Version 2012a, released 2012, The Mathworks, Natick, MA). Data preprocessing for each subject's scans at each time point included: 1) a two-pass rigidbody realignment of each EPI volume to the first in the session, and then to the mean of the realigned images, 2) coregistration of the structural volume to the mean EPI image, 3) normalization of the structural scan to a standard template (SPM8's single-subject T1 template) using the SPM8 unified segmentation routine, 4) normalization of all EPI volumes by application of the deformation parameters estimated in the normalization step, and reslicing the images to 3 mm * 3 mm * 3 mm voxels, and 5) spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width half maximum height. The impact of training was then examined using two different analysis methods, a univariate analysis of variance, and multivariate pattern classification, described below.
Univariate analysis of variance
A first level fixed-effects analysis was carried out using a general linear model (GLM) for each participant in which every scan was coded for condition (Listen, Shadow, or Interpret) , and null events were left unmodeled. The duration of sentences was included as a regressor in the design matrix. Each run was modeled separately and the effect of block was coded separately. Each event was modeled using a single finite impulse response function in SPM8. Six parameters were appended in each run to code for the effects of movement (x, y and z translations and x, y and z rotations derived from the rigid realignment step of the pre-processing). A high-pass filter (cutoff 128 s) and AR1 correction for serial autocorrelation were applied.
Contrast images for the pairwise comparisons of Shadow-Listen and Interpret-Listen were produced for each participant. The group data were then analyzed using a 3-way mixed ANOVA with one betweensubjects factor ("Group" with two levels: Control or Interpreter) and with two between-subjects factors ("Condition" with two levels: Shadow or Interpret, and "Time" with two levels: "Time 1" and "Time 2"), implemented in GLM_Flex (MacLaren & Schultz; http://nmr.mgh.harvard. edu/harvardagingbrain/People/AaronSchultz/GLM_Flex.html). In order to answer the question addressed by this experiment of whether there was training-related brain functional plasticity in the interpretation trainees and during the interpretation task, we specifically sought the three-way group-by-condition-by-time interaction. Analyses were conducted at a statistical threshold of p b .005 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons) with a cluster extent threshold of 5 voxels.
Multivariate pattern classification
In addition to the univariate analysis described above, we conducted a complementary multivariate analysis, in which we examined the overall patterns of differences in activation that were elicited by simultaneous interpretation from the first to the second time-point.
In order to render this problem amenable to investigation by relatively simple pattern classification techniques, we elected to render it a two-class problem by examining the within-subject maps of the between-scan difference in BOLD response during simultaneous interpretation vs baseline.
Individual difference maps were computed for each subject by subtracting the T maps for the Interpretation vs Baseline contrast at Time 1 from those at Time 2. These difference maps were labeled as coming from the trained participants or the control participants, and submitted to a multivariate classification procedure using the PRoNTo toolbox (Schrouff et al., 2013) , running in Matlab. A linear support vector machine (SVM) was trained to classify the difference maps as originating either from the interpreters or the controls, using a 35-fold leave one subject out procedure. A covariate of the participants' language experience score was also included. The analysis was confined to regions in the brain that had showed significant differences (at a threshold of p b .001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons) in activation for any of the conditions (passive listening, shadowing or simultaneous interpretation) compared to baseline at Time 1 or Time 2. A compound mask was created on the basis of these, containing a total of 21,942 voxels (a volume of approximately 592 cm 3 ). This masking was intended to ensure that any patterns that emerged would be attributable to voxels that were implicated in the task. In order to rule out the possibility that results might be due to factors unrelated to the training or the tasks, the same multivariate pattern classification analysis was carried out using a random selection of 21,942 voxels drawn from the rest of the brain. Balanced classification accuracy, weight maps for the SVM and the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve were derived and are reported below. Multivariate pattern classification necessarily produces a result based on all the data in the analyzed region, ascribing a weight for the linear classifier to each and every voxel. The combination of all of these defines the optimal hyperplane of the classifer. Thus, description of the results in a regionwise manner analogous to that typically used in reporting univariate results is somewhat difficult, and potentially even inappropriate. Nevertheless, in order to be able to more easily report, describe and visualize the multivariate patterns we derived, we carried out permutation testing on the weight map of the classification as follows: we repeated the multivariate classification procedure 1000 times, with differently randomly-reassorted labels. A null distribution of weights was derived from the set of permuted maps, and the voxelwise probability of obtaining the weight value generated by the correctly-labeled classifier was estimated. We use this map in order to limit our description of the regions that contribute to the pattern of change to those that are most likely to be reliably implicated in discriminating the groupwise patterns of change between Time 1 and Time 2.
Behavioral responses
Participants' verbal responses during interpretation and during shadowing in the scanner were recorded and checked to ensure compliance with the instructions. Unfortunately, due to equipment failure, recordings from some participants at the second time-point were unintelligible (data-sets were available for 18 interpreters and 12 controls). Responses were scored by a panel of accredited professional simultaneous interpreters trained to work in the language combinations used during the interpretation and shadowing tasks by the participants (one rater per language). Raters were asked to evaluate shadowing responses on a binary scale to indicate failure to comply with instructions (score of 0) and compliance (score of 1). They were asked to assess the interpretation trials on a five-point scale as follows: 0 = no output, 1 = one content word, 2 = two content words (minimally a subject and object), 3 = three content words or more to make a meaningful interpretation, 4 = complete interpretation.
There were a number of response recordings for which the speech content was inaudible, but the presence of a speech envelope could be detected. These were included in an analysis of the response latencies for trials on which a response was produced. Onsets were automatically detected using an in-house procedure implemented in Matlab, based on Runword (Kello and Kawamoto, 1998) . A subset for which onsets could not automatically be detected was estimated by hand in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2011) . Responses were averaged by subject for each condition at each time-point. Partial data were retrieved for 34 of the 35 participants (15 controls and 19 interpreters) 4 .
Results

Performance measures
Mean shadowing performance was high in both groups at both time-points, and interpretation performance was very good in the interpreter group and satisfactory in the control group (see Table 1 ). The effect of group on performance on each condition at each timepoint was compared using Mann-Whitney U tests (appropriate for ordinal data). These showed that there was no significant difference between the groups in shadowing performance at either time-point (Time 1: p = .698; Time 2: p = .223), while there were significant differences for the interpreting condition before (p = .004) and after training (p = .004), with the trainees outperforming the controls. These differences are not completely unexpected: the interpretation performance of the trainees might be predicted to be better than controls, even before training, by virtue of the fact that trainees are a selfselected group whose pre-training skills met the stringent criteria applied during the written and oral admission exams for the Master's program in conference interpreting. These baseline differences are nonetheless not of direct concern for our study, since we are expressly interested in detecting longitudinal changes in the neural underpinnings of SI in the trained group, in the absence of such changes in the control group.
Training-related changes in interpreting performance were assessed using Friedman's two-way analysis of variance by ranks, and showed that there was a significant improvement in the interpreting condition for the trainee interpreters (p = .001) and no change in the controls (p = .084). There were no training-related changes in shadowing performance (Interpreters: p = .155; Controls: p = 1).
Response latencies were also analyzed in order to ensure that potential functional imaging changes over time between groups, in either condition, might not be attributed to different response onsets. We used a 3-way repeated-measures analysis of variance, with withinsubjects factors of timepoint (two levels: Time 1, Time 2) and condition (two levels: Shadowing, Interpreting), and a between-subjects factor of group (two levels: Control, Interpreter). There was a significant main effect of session (F (1,32) = 10.723, p = .003, partial eta-squared = .251), indicating that participants responded more rapidly in the second session (mean onset in session 1 = 1.64 s, SD = 0.34, session 2 = 1.48 s, SD = 0.29). There was also a significant main effect of condition (F (1,32) = 147.556, p b .001, partial eta-squared = .822), which showed that participants were quicker to respond to shadowing trials than to interpreting trials (mean onset for Shadowing trials = 1.36 s, SD = 0.18, mean onset for Interpreting trials = 1.76 s, SD = 0.31). We wanted to ensure that there was no two-way interaction between group and session, which would reflect a differential change in response latency between groups, in our data. We also wanted to ensure that there was no three-way interaction of group by session by condition, which would indicate a significant change in response latency as a function of condition, by group, between sessions. Neither of these interactions was significant (session by group interaction: F (1,32) = 0.27, p = .609; session by group by condition interaction: F (1,32) = 0.14, p = .710), suggesting that any differences in the functional imaging data cannot be attributed to different response onsets.
Univariate analyses
We specifically sought to reveal brain areas where the response during simultaneous interpretation had changed as a result of training, which is most efficiently represented as a three-way time-by-groupby-condition interaction. Such an interaction was observed in the left inferior frontal gyrus, right caudate nucleus, right middle cingulate cortex, left paracentral lobule, left precentral gyrus and left postcentral gyrus ( Fig. 1 and Table 2 ). In all of these regions, barring the left paracentral lobule, the three-way interaction appears to be driven by decreased activation during interpretation in the trainee group (see interaction plots in Fig. 1) .
In order to better characterize the nature of the three-way interaction in the above six clusters, we extracted the individual subjects' data from the peak voxel of each cluster and submitted them to post-hoc testing using SPSS. In order to identify regions in which there was an impact of training, we first sought a group-by-time interaction in the interpretation condition. We conducted a two-way mixed MANOVA with the within-subjects factor of time and the between-subjects factor of group on the data from the six clusters. This analysis identified a significant time-by-group interaction in the right caudate nucleus (F (1,33) = 4.217, p = .048, partial eta-squared = .113) and a marginally-significant interaction in the left postcentral gyrus (F (1,33) = 3.952, p = .055, partial etasquared = .107). Regions that did not show a significant interaction were not further tested, and will not be further discussed. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that interpretation training results in a significant decrease in the response of the right caudate nucleus during interpretation, in the interpreters (t (18) = 2.552, p = .02).
In order to determine whether the three-way interaction in the caudate nucleus was specifically driven by changes in the interpretation condition, we also tested for a time-by-group interaction during the shadowing condition in this region. This interaction was not significant (F (1,33) = 1.633, p = .21).
Multivariate pattern classification analyses
The trained classifier had a balanced classification accuracy of 68.6%. Permutation testing (5000 permutations) established that this classifier was significantly better than chance (p = .0346). The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was also calculated and the area under the curve was estimated at 0.66, indicating a moderately sensitive classification function. The control classifier had a balanced classification accuracy of 45.7%, permutation testing (5000 permutations) revealed that this was not significantly better than chance (p = .6258). The successful classification of the data indicates that the changes in brain responses, during the simultaneous interpretation condition, of the trained group and the controls differed sufficiently for the SVM to be able to reliably separate the groups. The weight map derived by the SVM is displayed in Fig. 2 . The map necessarily comprises all those voxels that were contained in the initial mask.
In order to simplify the description of the pattern and to focus on the voxels with the greatest contribution to the discrimination, we thresholded the weight map to include the top 5% of positively-4 A total of 3911 onsets were found for the interpreters (99% of the total number of recordings) and a total of 2709 for the controls (87% of the expected responses for the 15 participants for whom recordings were available). weighted and the top 5% of negatively-weighted voxels. These are highlighted in Fig. 2 and listed in Table 3 . The subregions of the pattern in which the contributions to the classifier are greatest are distributed bilaterally and comprise subcortical regions (including the thalamus and the caudate nuclei), the cerebellum, cortical regions associated with speech (the left inferior frontal gyrus, posterior superior temporal regions), hearing (superior temporal cortices) as well as regions involved in movement (sensorimotor and supplementary motor areas). However, since a multivariate pattern is by definition holistic, we will abstain from discussing these findings in detail, save to point out the overlap between regions revealed in the univariate analysis and the multivariate classification. Crucially, our latter analysis demonstrates that there is a reliable, distributed pattern of change in the brain response during simultaneous interpretation that occurs as a result of training in simultaneous interpretation. We feel it is important to highlight this, as we do not wish to claim that modifications to the response of the caudate nucleus alone are responsible for the considerable superiority in the quality of simultaneous interpreting produced by a trained individual compared to a novice.
Discussion
The results of this study demonstrate that training in simultaneous interpretation induces functional cerebral plasticity in the caudate Table 2 Clusters showing significant three-way interaction of group by time by condition thresholded at p b .005. Bold rows indicate peak voxel in a cluster containing subpeaks. Anatomical labels were retrieved using the AAL [automatic anatomical labeling (Eickhoff et al., 2009) Error bars represent standard errors of the mean (corrected to be appropriate for repeated-measures comparisons, as described by Loftus and Masson, 1994) . The asterisk indicates a region in which there is a significant effect of training (the three-way interaction is driven by the pre-vs post-training difference in the BOLD response during simultaneous interpretation in the trained participants).
nucleus, which is a key structure in multilingual and executive control, and in a wider distributed network. Univariate analyses indicated that there is decreased engagement of the right caudate nucleus during simultaneous interpretation after training, consistent with existing studies of training-induced functional plasticity (Kelly and Garavan, 2005) , and with the notion that expertise and concurrent increases in automaticity of performance lead to reduced use of cerebral resources (Ericsson et al., 2006) . The increase in automaticity in task performance in our participants was reflected in interviews after the second scan, in which several of the trainee interpreters indicated that they were no longer aware of the fact that they were speaking a different language to the one they were hearing when carrying out simultaneous interpretation, and that they rather had a sensation of simply repeating what they heard. Multivariate pattern classification of maps of pre-vs posttraining activation differences during simultaneous interpretation demonstrated that there was a significant change in task-specific responses, sufficiently reliable as to be able to discriminate the trained group from the control participants. Although the size of the effects we observe is relatively small, it should be noted that simultaneous interpretation is a highly complex task, loading heavily on a wide variety of cognitive and linguistic skills, allowing for a range of strategies to ensure successful results. The regions in which we find reliable changes in activation as a function of training are therefore likely to be the most stable nodes (in terms of neuroanatomical loci) implicated in the task.
Existing neuroimaging work on bilingual language control has strongly implicated the dorsal striatum (reviewed by Friederici, 2006; and by Hervais-Adelman et al., 2011) , with investigations of language switching having revealed a particular role for the caudate nucleus, bilaterally (Abutalebi and Green, 2008; Garbin et al., 2010; Luk et al., 2012; Moritz-Gasser and Duffau, 2009) . Neuroimaging studies of translation have also implicated basal ganglia structures including the putamen and caudate nucleus (Price et al., 1999) , and the external globus pallidus (Lehtonen et al., 2005) . Neuropsychological reports of cases of subcortical polyglot aphasia converge with findings of neuroimaging studies, with evidence for a role for the dorsal striatum in language control. In these, damage to the putamen and caudate has been seen to provoke uncontrolled language switching and mixing (Abutalebi et al., 2000 Aglioti et al., 1996; Moretti et al., 2001) , and a recent case study has shown that direct stimulation of the caudate nucleus has a detrimental impact on language selection (Wang et al., 2012) . Hervais-Adelman et al. (2014) previously proposed that during simultaneous interpretation, the caudate nucleus serves to control access to two lexico-semantic systems in response to the ongoing demands of interpretation, which requires rapid and concurrent access to two languages. Reduced activation in this region, as revealed in the univariate Fig. 2 . The weight map representing the optimal hyperplane determined by the linear SVM classifier for discrimination between the changes in functional responses to simultaneous interpretation exhibited by simultaneous interpretation trainees and the control participants, projected on a canonical single-subject brain. Blue indicates positive weights, yellow denotes negative weights, the sign of the weighted sum of an image multiplied by the weights indicates to which group it is ascribed by the classifier. Red highlights those voxels in which the magnitude of the classifier weight is in the top 5% of positive or top 5% of negative values. Planes of section are shown on the coronal slice.
analysis, suggests that training reduces the load placed on this network to effectively carry out the task. Previous imaging studies of simultaneous interpretation in highly-experienced interpreters failed to find evidence for the involvement of the caudate nucleus during simultaneous interpretation Tommola et al., 2000) . Although these absences provide only circumstantial evidence, it is plausible that its engagement may further decrease with increasing expertise. Future studies investigating interpreters with different degrees of expertise could shed light on this matter.
An intriguing aspect of our results is the lateralization of the training effect to the right caudate nucleus. The evidence from both lesion studies (for example Abutalebi et al., 2000 Abutalebi et al., , 2009 and functional imaging of bilingual language control (Abutalebi and Green, 2008; Garbin et al., 2010; Klein et al., 1994 Klein et al., , 1995 Klein et al., , 2006 Lehtonen et al., 2005; Price et al., 1999) has tended to suggest that this function of the basal ganglia is left-lateralized. However, a meta-analysis of neuroimaging studies of language switching indicates that both right and left striatal structures are implicated in language switching . Furthermore, Hervais-Adelman et al. (2014) reported bilateral caudate involvement in simultaneous interpreting, with an apparent rightward lateralization, and a number of experiments have also implicated the right striatum in translation tasks (e.g. Abutalebi and Green, 2007; Price et al., 1999) . In addition, previous brain structural studies in experienced simultaneous interpreters have shown differences between interpreters and controls in white matter properties of the right caudate nucleus (Elmer et al., 2011) , and in a related study, a negative correlation was found between the amount of SI practice and gray matter volume in the caudate nuclei bilaterally in interpreters (Elmer et al., 2011 (Elmer et al., , 2014 .
One possible explanation for the apparent lateralization of the effect in the present study is that the left striatum is more directly involved in motor aspects of speech control (as suggested by the evidence from direct electrical stimulation by Gil Robles et al., 2005) , which may leave less scope for training-related reductions in its engagement compared to the right striatum. Further careful investigation of the activity in the striatum during monolingual and bilingual speech production tasks is needed to test this notion. Alternatively, although rather more prosaically, it is possible that in the present data, we were more easily able to reveal training-related activation changes in the right than the left caudate nucleus because of the initially higher level of activation in the right at baseline.
The caudate nucleus is not a language-specific structure. It is implicated in a vast range of functions, from motor control to cognitive control (Grahn et al., 2008 (Grahn et al., , 2009 Graybiel, 1995a Graybiel, ,b, 1997 Graybiel, , 2005 Houk et al., 2007; Houk and Wise, 1995; Kropotov and Etlinger, 1999; Middleton and Strick, 2000a,b) . The precise nature of its role in language is not entirely clear, but a compelling proposal by Kotz et al. (2009) suggests that the role of the basal ganglia in speech relates to sequencing and prediction, a concept also eloquently set out by Saint-Cyr (2003) with respect to the role of the basal ganglia in information processing. These aspects of language processing are of fundamental importance to simultaneous interpreting, particularly between asymmetric language pairs, when the interpreter cannot afford to wait until an entire idea unfolds in the Table 3 The top 5% of the positive and top 5% of the negative weights of the SVM classifier that distinguishes between patterns of Time 1 vs Time 2 change in response during simultaneous interpretation. This table serves exclusively to highlight those regions that contribute most to the map -the full set of weights contributes to the classification of the data. Anatomical labels retrieved as for original discourse, but must predict the outcome so as to relieve the load that would otherwise be placed on rehearsal in working memory. The fact that the structures of the dorsal striatum are implicated in multilingual language control is of particular relevance to the now oftreported "bilingual advantage" on many executive tasks requiring conflict resolution, attentional control, action selection and cognitive flexibility. There is a suggestion that the ongoing exercise of the mechanisms of language control in the bilingual brain serves to enhance domain general cognitive capacities. A possible neuroanatomical locus for this effect is in the basal ganglia, a view propounded by Stocco et al. (2012) , who suggest that modifications to the striatum, resulting from the exercise of multilingualism, could be responsible for the cognitive advantages reported in bilingual individuals over their monolingual peers (for reviews see Bialystok, 2009; Bialystok et al., 2012; Diamond, 2010) . Our study provides a clear demonstration that deliberate language-management practice induces functional changes in the right caudate nucleus, over and above multilingualism per se.
In the next section we speculate upon the relationship between the caudate nucleus and expertise, not only in interpreting, but also in other domains.
The role of the caudate nucleus in expertise
Functional changes in the caudate nuclei as a result of expertise have been found, cross-sectionally, in a variety of domains. Expert musicians carrying out a bimanual coordination task display less right striatal activation than do non-musicians (Haslinger et al., 2004) . Duan et al. (2012) showed that chess masters had increased resting-state functional connectivity between the caudate nuclei and the default mode network. While music and strategic planning are often thought of as principally cognitive tasks, functional plasticity also occurs in the basal ganglia of experts in an apparently unrelated domain: golf. Milton et al. (2007) showed that expert golfers displayed no significant recruitment of the basal ganglia during pre-shot motor planning, whereas novices did. They conclude that this reflects a change to an invariant component of the motor planning network that differs between the two levels of expertise. Expertise-related structural changes have also been reported: expert musicians exhibit decreased gray-matter density in the right caudate as a function of musical expertise (James et al., 2013) , and expert interpreters similarly show decreased gray-matter density in the caudate nuclei bilaterally as a function of cumulative expertise (Elmer et al., 2014) . The intersection of these disparate domains of expertise in the right striatum suggests that decreased caudate engagement may be a cerebral hallmark of expert performance. While we postulate that during simultaneous interpretation the caudate nucleus serves to coordinate the cognitive subcomponents of the task, it is important to recognize that the training-induced reduction in caudate activity may reflect a general characteristic of expert performance in that expertise depends upon the appropriate management of cognitive resources, in order to respond rapidly and to a considerable extent automatically to the highly variable demands of task performance. With practice, these demands are reduced. The caudate nucleus exhibits strong structural connectivity with frontal brain areas that are implicated in executive functions (Draganski et al., 2008) , and is known to play a central role in learning (Beauchamp et al., 2003) , memory and motivation (Packard and Knowlton, 2002) , as well as representing action-outcome contingencies (Grahn et al., 2008) . This multiplicity of roles makes it a plausible hub for coordinating the cerebral subsystems involved in task execution across domains of perceptual, cognitive, and motor performance.
Limitations
As described in the behavioral results, we found group-wise differences in performance before training, differences that may arise from the fact that trainees are a self-selected group whose domain-specific (i.e. interpretation and related) skills allowed them to enter the SI training program. These baseline differences do not, however, affect the interpretation of our longitudinal, training-related results.
It should also be noted that the task we used may have been rather easy for the trained participants, whose practice involves the simultaneous interpretation of passages of speech of a much more complex nature than the stimuli we produced. Also, we specifically designed our stimuli to minimize the relevance of world knowledge in order to make the task feasible before training and for the control participants, whereas the real-life practice of SI requires the active use of world knowledge, such as acquired through preparatory reading and analysis of subject-matter relevant documentation. It should be noted, however, that one investigation of the utility of prior knowledge for interpreting in professional interpreters showed that neither access to a précis nor to the full-text of a speech improved performance (Anderson, 1994) . Nonetheless, it cannot be ruled out that handling world knowledge efficiently is a skill that interpreters develop that contributes to their ability to interpret well, and one to which we were insensitive in this study.
Conclusions
The activation decrease we observe in the right caudate nucleus during simultaneous interpretation after training is indicative of refinement of the network engaged in the task. The changes in the caudate nucleus may be due to increased efficiency in juggling the lexico-semantic sets of two languages required for the execution of simultaneous interpretation. Our findings add weight to the notion that the right striatum occupies a key position in evolving expert performance, as has previously been shown in professional musicians (James et al., 2013) , chess players (Haslinger et al., 2004) , athletes (Duan et al., 2012) and here, in simultaneous interpreters. This notion is compatible with the wideranging roles of the basal ganglia, which include cognitive pattern generation (Milton et al., 2007; Yarrow et al., 2009) , action pattern selection and refinement (Graybiel, 1997) , and prediction (Houk et al., 2007) , and in learning, memory and motivation more generally. Expertise requires the ability to rapidly and dynamically respond to various inputs within the trained domain, and requires the flexible deployment of acquired action repertoires -a role tailor-made for a structure that is profoundly implicated in the control of goal-directed action (Kotz et al., 2009 ). Our findings provide clear evidence that the deliberate exercise of multilingual language control shapes the brain networks involved in executive control.
